Pyrex Love Cross Stitch
A cross stitch pattern by Nicole Crowe (loliecraft.blogspot.com)
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Pyrex Love Cross Stitch
loliecraft.blogspot.com

I love the bright colours and fun patterns on vintage Pyrex milk glass dishes, especially when they’re stacked up
together. That is what inspired this pattern. Stitch up some Pyrex Love with pink stems, blue tulips, butterfly gold,
bluebird, pink daisy, town & country, spring blossom, and snowflake, bordered in a town & country cross motif. If you’re
new to cross stitch I’ve included some helpful tips and explanations. If you’re in the know, skip right to the pattern.
Enjoy!
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Simply put, Cross Stitch involves sewing tiny x's on a special fabric that is woven into little squares with holes in each
corner (the fabric is called aida). The fabric is available in different types and sizes. The larger the weave, the larger your
final work will be. The fabric comes in 8, 11, 14, 16, and 18 squares to each inch. The fabric I used is 14 squares to an
inch. This made my final work 11 x 10.5 inches (you’ll want to leave several inches of fabric around the design for
mounting/framing). Linen fabrics are available for cross stitching, but the weave tends to be tiny and much harder to
count. I wouldn't recommend using it if you are a beginner.

You will need:
-embroidery floss in your chosen colours
-cross stitch fabric
-blunt tapestry needle
-embroidery scissors
-embroidery hoop (I used one with an 8 inch diameter)
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The Cross Stitch pattern is designed on a grid. Each square on the grid corresponds to a square on your fabric. To make it
a little easier to count, the pattern grid is divided into 10 x 10 square spaces. Most stitches are made in an x pattern, like
so:

If you want your work to look really neat, always stitch in the same direction.
Occasionally you will encounter partial stitches that take up just half the square. They are just one line of the x, following
steps one and two above. You can leave this as is, but I’ve added a second partial stitch beside the first, in another
colour.
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For the lettering in the pattern you stitch in a line, coming out through the top hole and backstitching back in, rather
than following the x pattern above.

The needle you use for stitching should have a blunt tip (like a tapestry needle). This makes it easier to poke through the
holes surrounding each square. A sharp tipped needle can snag strands you don't want it to. For my 14 squares per inch
fabric I used 24 gauge needles. 22 or 20 would be ok, but I wouldn’t go much higher because as well as stretching out
the holes in your fabric, it will be harder to go through them.
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Most embroidery thread comes in 6 strand skeins. Using all six strands on fabric with a tighter weave can leave your
work bumpy and messy. It can also be harder to fit through each hole more than once. For the 14/inch weave I
separated my thread into three strand lengths.

I used Mouline Special DMC 25 floss, which is what is available to me locally. You can use any you like in whatever
colours you like best. The colours I used are:
blanc
964 - turquoise
776 - pink
744 - yellow
702 - green
807 – blue
841 – brown
839 – darker brown for lettering
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It is your choice whether you fill in the white spaces or leave them empty. It looks more finished if you fill them in. I filled
in the white patterns but left the white backgrounds alone. Below you can see the difference between a filled in white
pattern and one left empty.

If you have never blocked work before, it involves stretching and pinning your work to a foam board, spraying it with
water, and leaving it to dry. This process removes any wrinkles and creases, and helps your piece lays flat. This is done
with yarn crafts, but can help with cross stitch too. Please make sure your threads do not run before spraying with
water. You do not want to end up with your colours bleeding after all that work.
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Zoom in to view the pattern larger.
Note: I did not include the top border in the pattern, if you would like to include it, add an extra repeat on the top of
either side and carry the bottom border to the top.

Please note: This pattern file (including all images and instructions) is protected by copyright law. You may not sell or copy this
pattern. I have provided it free of cost for personal use only. You may not sell items made from this pattern or derivative patterns
you have used this pattern to make. If you would like to use any images from this pattern, please contact me. I am happy to answer
any questions you may have. Please contact me at capesnicole@gmail.com.
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